I. INTRODUCTION
Porous electrodes have become important materials in science and technology. They are utilized as sensing devices, host matrices for catalysts, and electrodes for batteries. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Although the specific surface area becomes larger with an increase in the porosity, it is difficult in chemical or electrochemical reactions to elicit suitably high performance originating from the large specific surface area. This is because the reaction efficiency within nanoporous media is lowered by the difficulty in supply of reactants from the bulk and in ejection of products to the bulk. By applying the diffusion equation to the description of supply and ejection, we know that they are strongly disturbed by the porous structure and this disturbance is more serious whose pores are deeper and smaller in diameter. 7 As a consequence, chemical or electrochemical reactions occur primarily on the top surface of porous structure which is advantageous in terms of supply of reactants from the bulk. Thus, the control of such reactions within nanoporous media is much more difficult than one simply imagines.
It was reported that the local structure of ionic liquid or organic solvent in a confined nanospace is substantially different from that in the bulk. [8] [9] [10] Recently, we have revealed experimentally and theoretically that the surface-induced hydration structure of platinum complex ions has large effects on the enhancement of platinum deposition within nanoporous a) Electronic mail: fukami.kazuhiro.2u@kyoto-u.ac.jp. b) Present address: Department of Energy and Hydrocarbon Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto 615-8510, Japan. c) Electronic mail: kinoshit@iae.kyoto-u.ac.jp. silicon electrodes. 11 The surface-induced hydration structure plays crucially important roles in the design and control of chemical reactions in nanoporous electrodes. When the pore wall surface was made hydrophobic and platinum complex ions with sufficiently large sizes were adopted, the ion concentration was greatly enriched at the surface due to rather hydrophobic properties of the ions. Since such large ions are only weakly hydrated, they are excluded from the bulk to the surface and rather hydrophobic in this sense. (As the anion size becomes larger with its charge kept constant, hydrogen atoms in a water molecule with positive partial charges cannot come closer to it, leading to weaker stabilization by the electrostatic attractive interaction. That is, a larger anion exhibits weaker affinity with water and becomes less hydrophilic.) However, it was reported that the structure had only monolayer thickness of the ions. In such a case, it was not clear how the diffusion limitation of reactants was overcome in the confined nanospace (i.e., nano-sized pores).
In the present study, we carry out a detailed investigation on the effects due to the concentration of platinum complex ions in the bulk aqueous electrolyte solution and the affinity of the pore wall surface with water. A surprising finding is as follows. When the ion concentration in the bulk was gradually increased, at a threshold concentration the deposition behavior exhibited a sudden change, leading to drastic acceleration of the electrochemical deposition. This result is strongly suggestive of the occurrence of a transition phenomenon. When the affinity of the surface with water was gradually reduced (i.e., the hydrophobicity of the surface was gradually strengthened) with fixing the ion concentration, qualitatively the same phenomenon was observed. With the aid of our statistical-mechanical theory for confined molecular liquids, we attribute the finding to a surface-induced phase transition upon which the confined nanospace is filled with the second phase: The ion concentration is orders of magnitude higher in the second phase. We emphasize that the bulk aqueous electrolyte solution is thermodynamically stable as a single phase and subject to no phase transition. The transition in the present case is induced by the surface. A liquid mixture confined in nanospace behaves quite differently from the bulk. Thus, we have newly found that the elimination of the diffusionlimited condition, under which supply of reactants (i.e., platinum complex ions) from the bulk to nanospace is remarkably decelerated, originates not from the simple enrichment of the reactants at the surface but from the surface-induced phase transition. The theoretical analysis in our earlier work 11 was made only for a very low ion concentration which was far from the threshold for the phase transition.
In the present paper, we first present the striking experimental results of the electrochemical deposition behavior within porous silicon electrodes whose pore diameter is ∼3 nm on an average, showing the existence of thresholds for the concentration of platinum complex ions in the bulk and the affinity of pore wall surface with water. Beyond the threshold, the drastic acceleration of platinum deposition within the porous layer is clearly observed from the density distribution of the platinum deposit. We then perform theoretical analyses based on statistical mechanics for confined molecular liquids to elucidate the experimental results. It is shown that the transition behavior with thresholds is semi-quantitatively reproduced in the analyses, suggesting that the surface-induced phase transition is responsible for the drastic acceleration of platinum deposition. To the best of our knowledge, a surfaceinduced phase transition has never been reported for an aqueous electrolyte solution near a hydrophobic surface, which contains only weakly hydrated ions. Moreover, it is the first time that a surface-induced phase transition is clearly visualized in electrodeposition within porous silicon and studied by a combination of experimental and theoretical approaches. The present work is expected to stimulate the progress of an interesting new field, i.e., chemical physics of a liquid or liquid mixture confined in nanospace. It will also have a strong impact not only on the fundamental understanding of such reactions within nanopores but also on the design and control of the reactions in nanoporous media. We believe that the surface-induced phase transition will play essential roles in the adjustment of the distribution of chemicals within nanopores, enabling precise control of materials, such as fast response time of sensors, high efficiency of catalytic reactions, and quick recharge of batteries.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Porous silicon electrodes were prepared by anodization of p-type silicon (100) with a resistivity of 10-20 cm. The diameters of the pores were less than 5 nm, and the average diameter was ∼3 nm. The anodization was carried out in HF/ethanol solution under a constant current density of 2.0 mA cm −2 . The duration for the electrochemical dissolution of silicon was tuned so that two porous layers different in thickness could be obtained. A thicker layer possesses deeper pores, and we can explore the effect of pore depth. The porous silicon electrode was dipped into n-hexane containing methyl propiolate (hydrophobic) and/or propiolic acid (hydrophilic). To obtain a hydrophobic porous silicon electrode, n-hexane solution of 0.2 M methyl propiolate without propiolic acid was used, and for the hydrophilic nanoporous silicon the recipe was the other way around. 11 Mixture of methyl propiolate and propiolic acid prepared at different relative concentrations was used to adjust the affinity of the pore wall surface with water (i.e., to change the degree of hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity). Details are written in the caption of each figure.
Electrochemical deposition of platinum using the hydrophobic and hydrophilic porous silicon electrodes was performed at a constant current density of −6.4 μA cm −2 (the minus sign means the cathodic current density). Aqueous electrolyte solution of K 2 PtCl 4 and 0.5 M NaCl was used as the deposition bath. In some cases, aqueous electrolyte solution of K 2 PtBr 4 and 0. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Effect of concentration of platinum complex ions
Using the pore wall surface modified only with methyl propiolate to make it hydrophobic, we investigated the effect of the concentration of platinum complex ions on the deposition behavior. Electrochemical deposition of platinum was performed with gradually increasing the concentration of [PtCl 4 ] 2− from 0.001 M (the increment was 0.001 M). A drastic change in the deposition behavior was observed at a threshold concentration: The behavior for 0.010 M becomes markedly different from that for 0.009 M. The drastic change can be appreciated from Figures 1(b) and 1(c). Platinum deposition is not observed at all within the porous layer when the ion concentration is 0.009 M or lower. In contrast, platinum is uniformly distributed in the nanoporous silicon electrode when the ion concentration is 0.010 M or higher. The microscopic structure of the platinum deposited is the same as that reported in our previous paper. Namely, platinum was deposited not as continuous platinum fibers but as isolated nanometer-sized particles. Thus, there exists a threshold (between 0.009 M and 0.010 M) in the concentration of [PtCl 4 ] 2− for the deposition within the nanoporous layer. We note that the amount of platinum deposited is constant under the present experimental condition. Even if the electrochemical deposition within the porous layer is suppressed, the same amount of platinum is deposited mostly on the top surface of the porous layer.
Our earlier work showed that the electrochemical deposition of platinum in the porous silicon electrodes is remarkably enhanced when [ excluded from the bulk to a hydrophobic surface to a stronger extent. The effect of ion size on the deposition behavior is revisited in the present study. Figures 1(e 
B. Effect of affinity of pore wall surface with water
The surface-induced structure of platinum complex ions is dependent upon the affinity of the pore wall surface with water. In this experiment, the concentration of [PtCl 4 ] 2− was kept constant at 0.1 M, but the affinity was controlled by modifying the surface in mixture n-hexane solutions of methyl propiolate and propiolic acid with various molar ratios. The total concentration of methyl propiolate and propiolic acid was kept constant at 0.2 M. When the porous electrode modified with 0.13 M methyl propiolate and 0.07 M propiolic acid was used, no platinum deposited was observed in the porous layer as shown in Figure 2 (a). Platinum can be observed on the top surface of the porous layer (or slightly inside the porous layer from the top). This electrode had the contact angle of 83
• with ultra pure water before the electrochemical deposition ( Figure 2(c) ). Interestingly, the deposition behavior showed a drastic change when the electrode was modified with 0.14 M methyl propiolate and 0.06 M propiolic acid. Because the relative concentration of propiolic acid was slightly higher, the contact angle exhibited only a minor increase from 83
• to 86
• as shown in Figure 2 (d). The deposition behavior for 86
• becomes markedly different (i.e., an abrupt change is displayed) from that for 83
• . The electrochemical deposition within the porous layer was promoted far more strongly when the porous electrode with the contact angle of 86
• was used ( Figure 2(b) ). The very small increase in the contact angle or in the surface hydrophobicity is effective enough to induce such a drastic change in the deposition behavior. Again, there exists a threshold degree of the affinity of the pore wall surface with water.
C. Effect of depth of nanopores
We investigate the effect of pore depth on the electrochemical deposition behavior for the hydrophobic surface. If supply of the ions was made through mass transfer, the deposition behavior would be influenced by the pore depth. The pore depth (or equivalently, the thickness of the porous layer) can be tuned by changing the anodization time for preparing the porous silicon electrodes. Although the porous-layer thickness (i.e., the pore depth) of ∼2 μm in the experiment described above could be sufficiently large, a silicon electrode with even much deeper pores (the thickness reaches ∼5 μm) was also tested in the [ independent of the pore depth. From these results, we can conclude that supply of the ions is made not through mass transfer but through another physical factor.
D. Summary of experimental results
We have found that there exists a threshold for the concentration of platinum complex ions. The behavior of platinum deposition within nanopores on silicon falls into one of two completely distinct categories in terms of whether the concentration is lower or higher than the threshold. This result is strongly suggestive of the occurrence of a transition phenomenon. A threshold degree of the affinity of the pore wall surface with water also exists. Once the ion concentration or the degree of surface hydrophobicity exceeds the threshold, drastic acceleration of the electrochemical deposition occurs within nanometer-sized pores irrespective of their depth. The existence of such thresholds cannot be explained by the simple consideration of the electrochemical reaction coupled with mass transfer. It should be noted that porous silicon with ∼20 nm in diameter could be fabricated by electrochemical dissolution of highly doped silicon wafers. However, the pore size is considerably dependent on the doping level, and the electrodeposition behavior becomes different between ∼2 nm-sized pores and ∼20 nm-sized pores in terms of electrochemical properties. Hence, it is not straightforward to examine the pore-size effect from an experimental viewpoint.
In earlier work, we gave the following remarks: The surface-induced hydration structure of platinum ions is crucial for controlling the electrochemical deposition; the ion concentration is enriched within a thin layer (its thickness is almost equal to the ion size) at the surface; but the average ion concentration within the layer increases only in proportion to the bulk concentration. Hence, the existence of such thresholds cannot be explained by these previous remarks. As argued below, we identify the striking phenomenon as a surface-induced phase transition occurring within the nanometer-sized pores. The theoretical analysis in our earlier work 11 was made only for a very low ion concentration which was far from the threshold argued in the present work.
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSES A. Analysis on phase transition in bulk fluid or liquid mixture
The concepts of the phase transition of a pure fluid [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or a liquid mixture [17] [18] [19] in the bulk have already been established on the basis of the integral equation theories using the hypernetted-chain (HNC) and Percus-Yevick (PY) approximations. As an example system, let us consider a pure bulk fluid, wherein the fluid particles interact through LennardJones potential, at a sufficiently low temperature. 12, 14 The Fourier transform of the total correlation function h(r), H(k), is expressed by
is an important parameter: When the number density ρ is gradually increased from a gas-phase value, at a threshold ρ G *, H(0) exhibits an abrupt increase toward an extremely large value. That is, h(r) becomes long ranged. When ρ is gradually decreased from a liquid-phase value, qualitatively the same behavior is observed at a threshold ρ L *. It is not quite definite whether at the threshold H(0) truly diverges (the divergence of H(0), which is equivalent to that of the isothermal compressibility or the correlation length, implies that h(r) becomes infinitely long ranged) or remains finite, because the integral equation theory is solved not analytically but numerically. In either case, however, the abrupt increase can well be qualified as a signal of the spinodal instability: In the region, ρ G * < ρ < ρ L *, the fluid cannot exist as a single phase even in a metastable state; and the thresholds are the spinodal points for the liquid-gas phase separation beyond which the second phase unavoidably appears. In the real system, the transition occurs at a number density lower than ρ G * (ρ G + ) or higher than ρ L * (ρ L + ) (ρ G + < ρ < ρ G * and ρ L * < ρ < ρ L + are the metastable regions). When the temperature is sufficiently high, there is no transition occurring.
We then consider a two-component liquid mixture [17] [18] [19] which is immiscible unless the concentration of one of the components is sufficiently low (e.g., a mixture of water and cyclohexane). When the concentration of component 1 is gradually increased from zero, at a threshold C 1 * the Fourier transforms of the total correlation functions for the like pairs at zero wave vector (H 11 (0) and H 22 (0)) simultaneously exhibit abrupt increases toward extremely large values (the Fourier transforms of the total correlation function for the unlike pair at zero wave vector, H 12 (0), displays an abrupt decrease toward an extremely large, negative value). 19 Qualitatively the same behavior is encountered at a threshold C 2 * when the concentration of component 2 is gradually increased from zero. This divergent behavior, though it may not be a true divergence, gives a signal of the spinodal instability: The thresholds, C 1 * and C 2 *, are the spinodal points for the demixing (liquid-liquid phase separation) beyond which the second phase unavoidably appears.
B. Analysis on surface-induced phase transition
The well-established concept for the phase transition of a pure fluid or a liquid mixture in the bulk has been extended by to a surface-induced phase transition using some different versions of the integral equation theory (IET) combined with simple-liquid models. A very large spherical particle (this is referred to as "macroparticle") is usually employed to mimic an extended surface. In the simple-liquid model, the potential is dependent only on the distance between centers of two particles. The surface-induced phase transition is most likely to occur for water containing a low concentration of hydrophobic solute near a hydrophobic surface or for nonpolar liquid containing a low concentration of hydrophilic solute near a hydrophilic surface. The concentration of hydrophobic solute is enriched near the surface in the former while the concentration of hydrophilic solute is enriched near the surface in the latter. As the solute concentration in the bulk C increases, the enrichment becomes stronger, but the thickness of the enriched layer is microscopic in the sense that it is comparable with the solute size. However, near a threshold value of C, C*, the Fourier transform of the surface-solute total correlation function at zero wave vector exhibits an abrupt increase toward infinity. (Since the integral equation theory is numerically solved, the abrupt increase may not be a true divergence but the behavior is highly divergent.) This can be identified as a signal of a transition phenomenon, a sudden growth of the enriched layer: The thickness of the layer grows from a microscopic scale to a submicroscopic one (much larger than the solute size but not a macroscopic scale because the bulk is thermodynamically stable as a single phase), and the solute concentration within the layer becomes much higher. This transition is referred to as the partial-wetting transition representing the partial wetting of the surface by the solute. 20, 21, 25, 26 C* is the spinodal point beyond which the liquid near the surface cannot exist as a single phase even as a metastable state. The second phase unavoidably appears at the surface. Beyond C* the IET possesses no solutions. In the real system, the transition occurs at a concentration (C + ) that is lower than C* (C + < C < C* is the metastable region). Let the thickness of the second phase be δ. The average solute concentration in the second phase and δ should be increasing functions of C > C* though they cannot be calculated by the IET. 25 The analysis on the partial-wetting transition has been extended to a molecular liquid near a surface. 26 The physical quantity, whose gradual increase eventually gives rise to the spinodal behavior, is not necessarily the solute concentration. For example, in the case of water containing a low concentration of hydrophobic solute near a surface, it can be the degree of the surface hydrophobicity. The spinodal point is encountered when the surface hydrophobicity is gradually strengthened, if the solute concentration is sufficiently high. When the HNC closure neglecting the bridge function is employed, however, it is often that the IET looses its solutions before the Fourier transform of the surface-solute total correlation function at zero wave vector exhibits the divergent behavior: It displays a significantly large increase but no abrupt increase toward infinity; and it certainly remains finite at the threshold. 13, 15, 16 Thus, the HNC closure is often incapable of reproducing the spinodal behavior completely. Nevertheless, the significantly large increase accompanying the loss of the solutions can doubtlessly be regarded as a signal of the transition phenomenon (see the last paragraph in Sec. V B).
When the liquid is confined between two surfaces, if the surface separation L is sufficiently small, the confined domain is unavoidably filled with the second phase beyond a threshold value of C, C**, which is referred to as the bridging transition (the two enriched layers bridge each other). [22] [23] [24] [25] In the case of L∼2δ, the spinodal point of the bridging transition C** is approximately equal to C*: C**∼C*. For L < 2δ, however, it is lower than C*; it becomes lower as L decreases; and for very small L, the transition occurs at a remarkably low solute concentration in the bulk. It should be noted that the transition phenomenon is induced by the surface. As the pore diameter decreases, the liquid confined within the pore is more influenced by the surface properties. It can thus be understood and has been verified by theoretical analyses that the surface-induced transition can occur more readily for a smaller pore. We emphasize that the surface-induced phase transition occurs even when the bulk is quite stable as a single phase. As a striking example, a nanopore (a pore whose diameter is a scale of a few nanometers) can be filled with the second phase at an unexpectedly low solute concentration in the bulk.
The concept of the surface-induced phase transition proposed by Kinoshita [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] has been supported by a computersimulation study. By using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations, Greberg and Patey 27 verified the occurrence of the bridging transition for model systems mimicking water containing a low concentration of hydrophobic solute confined between hydrophobic surfaces and nonpolar liquid containing a low concentration of water confined between hydrophilic surfaces. In our view, the following experimental result is relevant to the concept. Kurihara and co-workers 28 studied cyclohexane-ethanol binary liquid near a single silica surface. Their system corresponds to nonpolar liquid (cyclohexane) containing a low concentration of hydrophilic solute (ethanol) near a hydrophilic surface (silica surface). They gradually increased the ethanol concentration from zero: They observed an abrupt formation of an ethanol layer whose thickness reached ∼15 nm at the ethanol concentration of ∼0.1 mol%. This manifests the existence of the partialwetting transition.
C. Angle-dependent integral equation theory for molecular liquid near a surface
It is crucial to adopt a molecular model for water in the investigation of the ion-size effects. A water molecule is modeled as a hard sphere with diameter d S = 0.28 nm in which a point dipole and a point quadrupole of tetrahedral symmetry are embedded. 29, 30 The influence of molecular polarizability of water is included by employing the self-consistent mean field (SCMF) theory. 29, 30 At the SCMF level the many-body induced interactions are reduced to pairwise additive potentials involving an effective dipole moment. Hard spherical cations and anions with diameters d + and d − , respectively, are immersed in our model water. The water-water and waterion correlations are then dependent not only on the distance between centers of the particles but also on the orientations of water molecules. We analyze the structure of aqueous electrolyte solution at an extended, uncharged or only weakly charged (hydrophobic) surface. The water-surface correlations are also dependent on the orientations of water molecules.
We employ the angle-dependent integral equation theory (ADIET), a statistical-mechanical theory for molecular liquids.
26, 29-45 A large, spherical particle with diameter d L = 30d S mimicking an extended surface is immersed in our model aqueous electrolyte solution. The subscripts, "S," "+," "−," and "L," respectively, represent "solvent (water)," "cations," "anions," and "large particle." The large particle carries the charge Q L placed at its center (the surface charge density is Q L /(π d L 2 )). The Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation for the mixture comprising the large particle, water molecules, cations, and anions can be written as
+ c γβ (32) }d (3), (2a)
where h and c are the total and direct correlation functions, respectively, (ij) represents (r ij , i , j ), r ij is the vector connecting the centers of particles i and j, i denotes the three Euler angles describing the orientation of particle i, d(3) represents integration over all position and angular coordinates of particle 3, and ρ is the number density. 
where u is the pair potential, b is the bridge function, and r 12 = |r 12 |. In the present analysis, the HNC approximation is employed (b = 0). We assume that the macroparticle is present at infinite dilution (ρ L →0). The calculation process can then be split into two steps:
Step (i). Solve Eqs. (2a)-(3b) for bulk aqueous electrolyte solution. Calculate the correlation functions X SS , X S+ , X S− , X ++ , X +− , and X -(X = h, c).
Step (ii). Solve Eqs. (2a)-(3b) for the macroparticleaqueous electrolyte solution system using the correlation functions obtained in step (i) as input data. Calculate the correlation functions X LS , X L+ , and X L− (X = h, c).
For the numerical solution of Eqs. (2a)-(3b), the pair potentials and correlation functions are expanded in a basis set of rotational invariants (i.e., Wigner's generalized spherical harmonics), and the basic equations are reformulated in terms of the projections X mnl μν (r) (r is the distance between centers of two particles) occurring in the rotational-invariant expansion of X. The expansion considered for m, n ≤ n max = 4 gives sufficiently accurate results. The basic equations are then numerically solved using the robust, highly efficient algorithm developed by Kinoshita and co-workers. 35, 37 In the numerical treatment, a sufficiently long range r L is divided into N grid points (r i = iδr, i = 0, 1, . . . , N−1; δr = r L /N) and all of the projections are represented by their values on these points. The grid width and the number of grid points are set at δr = 0.01d S and N = 4096, respectively.
In the real system treated in the present study, the solution is confined within pores having various sizes whose surfaces are concave. However, the analyses on the solution confined by an extended surface provide fundamental information which can readily be applied to the solution confined between two extended surfaces, between two concave surfaces, or within a nanopore in a semi-quantitative sense. The microstructure (heterogeneity) of the surface is not taken into account in the theoretical calculation. However, it has been shown that it has no essential effects on the conclusion as long as the averaged properties of the surface-induced structure are discussed. 46 The aqueous electrolyte solution in the present system is modeled as follows. It is treated as water containing K 2 PtCl 4 or K 2 PtBr 4 at C M. The anion (i.e., the platinum complex ion), [ 47 A cation and an anion carry the charges e and −2e, respectively, and ρ + = 2ρ − .
The versatility and reliability of the ADIET was demonstrated in our earlier works. For example, the hydration free energies of nonpolar solutes calculated by the ADIET with the multipolar model are in quantitatively excellent agreement with those from Monte Carlo computer simulations. 43 The dielectric constant of bulk water calculated, which is a good measure of the validity of a molecular theory, is ∼83 that is in good accord with the experimental value ∼78. The ADIET has successfully been applied to detailed analyses on bulk water and aqueous electrolyte solution, 29, 30 electrical double-layer, [31] [32] [33] [34] water or aqueous electrolyte solution near a hydrophobic surface, 35, 38, [40] [41] [42] interaction between colloidal particles in aqueous electrolyte solution, 36 metal-aqueous electrolyte solution interface, 39 negative heat capacity of hydrophilic hydration, 45 weakening of the hydrophobicity at low temperatures, 48 and rotational component of (i.e., contribution from the restriction of rotational freedom of water molecules near the solute to) the hydration entropy. D. Application to the present system, aqueous electrolyte solution near a hydrophobic surface: A surface-induced layer whose thickness is comparable with anion size First, we show g L+ (ξ ) (ξ is the distance from the surface) as well as g L− (ξ ) near a hydrophobic surface (Q L = 0) in Figure 4 . C is set at 0.005 M that is much lower than the spinodal concentration. The two values, 0.60 nm and 0.70 nm, are tested for d − . The concentration of anions (i.e., platinum complex ions) is enriched in the immediate vicinity of the surface. As discussed in our recent publication, 11 the anions are not strongly hydrated due to the large anion size despite that the charge carried by them is as large as −2e. As a consequence, the anions are excluded from the bulk to the surface. This effect is stronger for [PtBr 4 ] 2− than for [PtCl 4 ] 2− : The degree of the enrichment is remarkably sensitive to the anion size. By contrast, the cations are highly hydrophilic due to their small size and they are preferentially and strongly hydrated in the bulk, with the result that they are depleted near the surface. Of course, the local charge neutrality does not hold near the surface.
The strong enrichment of the anion concentration occurs only within the first layer, 0 ≤ (ξ −d − /2)/d S < 1. g L− (ξ ) reduces quite rapidly as ξ increases. In this sense, the layer within which the anion concentration is enriched is microscopic. Our experience in analyses on confined aqueous electrolyte solutions has shown the following. Let us consider the solution confined between two extended surfaces. When the surface separation L is not small, the solution around the center is very much like that in the bulk and the normalized number-density profile of anions near each of the surfaces is close to that near a single surface. As L becomes smaller, the solution for all ξ is more influenced not only by the nearest surface but also by the other surface. When L becomes smaller than a few times of the diameter of a water molecule, the normalized number-density profile for all ξ exhibits an upward shift and the anion-size effect becomes larger. As discussed in our recent publication, the upward shift and the enhancement of anion-size effect are more appreciable when L is smaller or the surface is concave and its curvature is larger. By the interplay of these physical factors, the enrichment of anion concentration and the anion-size effect become larger when the solution is confined within a pore having the size of a nanometer.
E. Partial-wetting transition in the present system
In order to investigate the partial-wetting transition in the present system, we monitor the two quantities,
where ξ is the distance from the surface, ρ L− (ξ ) is the number-density profile of anions, and ρ − is the number density of anions in the bulk. g L− (ξ ) represents the surface-induced hydration structure of anions and
gives a signal of the transition phenomenon as described above, but g L− (d − /2) also gives an equivalent signal. The theoretical analysis is made for the partial-wetting transition near a single, extended hydrophobic surface. 
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS
When the ADIET combined with the molecular model for water is employed, it is difficult to directly analyze the bridging transition. However, the analysis of the partialwetting transition provides useful information on the bridging transition as well. As argued in Sec. IV B, both the two types of transitions have been investigated (not only theoretically [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] but also experimentally 27, 28 ) in detail for the same system consisting of simple-liquid models, and the connection between them is rather straightforward. 
A. Threshold for concentration of platinum complex ions (anion concentration) in bridging transition
The . The essential matter is to set C at a value higher than C*. Q L is a measure of the hydrophobicity of the surface. As Q L becomes closer to zero, the surface hydrophobicity becomes stronger. We gradually increase Q L from the initial value, −100e. Figure 6 shows the plot of
and H L− (0) continue to increase until Q L ∼−50e though the increases are not divergent. For Q L > −50e, the ADIET possesses no solutions. This result is indicative that the partialwetting transition occurs beyond threshold strength of the surface hydrophobicity, which is qualitatively consistent with the experimental result. 
C. Properties of the second phase
The second phase appearing in the present system comprises the anions, water molecules, and cations. The anion concentration in the second phase should be orders of magnitude higher than C. Water molecules and cations are required for screening the electrostatic repulsive interactions among the anions. In fact, near the spinodal concentration C*, g LS (d S /2) and g L+ (ξ ) (ξ ∼d − +d + /2) also exhibit rather abrupt increases. 2− . This result is in marked contrast with the case of water containing a nonpolar solute near a hydrophobic surface: In this case, the partial wetting of the surface by the solute accompanies the partial drying of the surface by water; and the second phase is formed by the solute molecules almost exclusively. 23, 25, 26 The ion concentration in the second phase filling a narrow pore should be much higher than that formed at a single surface. Only if the pores are filled with the second phase, the electrodeposition is drastically accelerated because it is completely free from the diffusion-limited condition. Filling a pore with the second phase takes place as long as its diameter is sufficiently small regardless of its depth, which was proved by our experimental result illustrated in Figure 3 .
D. Irrelevance to mass-transfer effect
The mass-transfer efficiency is not necessarily proportional to the anion concentration especially in nanospace. However, even such nonlinear behavior is not relevant to the transition phenomena by which the second phase abruptly appears and completely fills the whole space within nanopores. The phenomena arise from the long-range nature of the surface-anion correlation length. The mass transfer, whose driving force is the concentration gradient of the anions, is incapable of reproducing such transition phenomena. It is shown in our experiments that the whole space within nanopores is abruptly filled with the second phase even when the affinity of the surface with water is continuously reduced with fixing the ion concentration. This gives another evidence of the irrelevance to the mass-transfer effect.
E. Effect of electrochemical factors
Electrochemical factors are not taken into account in our theoretical analyses. What we have shown in the present study is as follows: Before the electrodeposition is started, the nanopores are filled with the second phase within which the anion concentration is orders of magnitude higher than in the bulk solution; and the anions are continuously supplied to the nanopores as they are consumed by the electrodeposition. The filling occurs quite rapidly just as the phase separation of a bulk liquid into two immiscible phases. The supply of the anions also occurs quite rapidly as long as the transition concentration of the anions is maintained in the bulk, which is consistent with the experimental observation that the porous layers is uniformly filled with the deposited platinum. We remark that the impact of the surface-induced phase transition is remarkable. Presumably, the surface is positively charged at the potential of platinum electrodeposition, and a positive electric field is emanated from the surface. Due to the field, the anions are attracted to the surface, acting in the direction where the transition phenomena are even enhanced. The neglect of the field is another factor leading to overestimation of C* (see Sec. V A), but it does not vitiate the agreement between the experimental and theoretical results. Even if the surface is negatively charged, unless the surface-charge density is high, the surface-induced phase transition persists as shown in a theoretical study: 26 It persists even at weakly charged (hydrophilic) surfaces immersed in water containing a low concentration of hydrophobic solute. A statistical-mechanical theory incorporating the electric field 39 has been developed, and the application of such a theory to the present case is a task for the future.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have found the existence of thresholds for the concentration of platinum complex ions and the affinity of the pore wall surface with water in the electrochemical deposition of platinum within silicon electrode nanopores. The drastic change in the deposition behavior, which is exhibited beyond the threshold, cannot be explained by the consideration of the electrochemical reaction coupled with mass transfer. Also, the enrichment of the ion concentration within a thin layer at the surface is not capable of elucidating the drastic change, either. With the aid of statistical-mechanical theory for confined molecular liquids, we have revealed that the drastic change originates from a surface-induced phase transition. In our case, it occurs when the pore wall surface is sufficiently hydrophobic and the ion size is large enough for the ions to exhibit rather hydrophobic properties. As the ion size increases, for a fixed ion concentration the transition occurs even within larger pores, and for a fixed pore size it occurs at lower ion concentration in the bulk. Upon the transition, the nanopores are filled with the second phase within which the ion concentration is orders of magnitude higher than in the bulk. The problem of the diffusion-limited condition, under which supply of the ions from the bulk becomes difficult, is completely overcome by the transition phenomenon. Once sufficiently large nuclei of platinum are formed on the electrode surface, the electrodeposition proceeds quite easily.
A surface-induced phase transition in nanospace was predicted by previous theoretical studies. 20-27, 49, 50 Also, an experimental result 28 which should be relevant to the transition phenomenon is found in the literature. However, it has been investigated, for the first time, for the same system from both experimental and theoretical viewpoints in the present study. Moreover, its occurrence has never been reported for an aqueous electrolyte solution near a hydrophobic surface, which contains only weakly hydrated ions. It is interesting to look at some more different aqueous electrolyte solutions in future studies. Although the nanoporous materials have become important platforms for electrochemical reactions, the mass transfer of chemicals to and within nanopores has not yet been understood as emphasized in a recent review. 51 A surfaceinduced phase transition can take place even when the bulk liquid mixture is thermodynamically stable as a single phase, and it should be one of the crucial factors for controlling the electrochemical reactions that is substantially different from the mass transfer. It can be applied to other chemical reactions within nanometer-sized porous media: The transition filling nanospace with a solution containing reactants at orders of magnitude higher concentration will enable us to design and control novel materials possessing nanoporous structure. At the same time, the present results will stimulate the pioneering work in an interesting field for a liquid or liquid mixture confined in nanospace.
